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NOVELTIES | TRENDS | INNOVATIONS
NEW BUSINESS-SECTOR DEVELOPMENT
DIRECTIONS
Technological progress is most evident in top models. Manufacturers
find it natural to invest in most prestigious models – this is the way to
demonstrate the company’s growth with renowned bikers using the
latest machines. Companies also mark their presence at major events.
Changes in the popular bicycle-segment come unnoticed. This makes
such bicycles available for an average user. > page 3

2017’S BIKE AWARD
It has become the tradition of the International Fair
of Bicycle Industry – Kielce Bike–Expo to award
the best products on show. Companies from
all corners of the world join the expo and
compete for the BIKE AWARD statuette. BIKE
AWARD made its début last year. > page 10

Poles get to bikes!
The industry’s standing, Poles’ love to bikes
and the EU Cycling Strategy discussed with
Mr. Krzysztof Dylewski, the President of the Board
of the Polish Cycling Association.
The bicycle industry? There are three words that best
characterise the industry’s true nature, magnitude
and atmosphere - Kielce Bike - Expo! The International Fair of Bicycle Industry is the unquestionable twowheel lovers’ favourite festival. The event is an excellent meeting platform for bike industry and business
as well as for bike enthusiasts. The event’s prestige
has been emphasized with the constantly increasing
number of exhibitors and visitors. The Kielce Bike Expo rapid and dynamic development has advanced
the event to become one of the most important
meeting places for Europe’s bike-industry map.
This September Targi Kielce becomes the arena for
the eighth expo edition – the showcase for the latest
developments of the world’s leading brands. Kielce
Bike–Expo is the place to see new trends and technological innovations. We have also planned attractions galore - the expo agenda includes numerous
première-presentations of equipment, abundance
of demonstrations, a special test zone as well as the
KIELCE BIKE-EXPO Marathon. This year’s event features the “Extreme cycling expeditions” – the twowheel aficionados will talk about their efforts and
achievements when cycling to the world’s most
remote corners. Meetings participants will have a
chance to listen about extreme adventures of such
travellers as: Dariusz Dziewulski, Dorota Chojnowska, Valerjan Romanowski and Kuba Witek.
It is impossible to list all the attractions we have
planned for the upcoming Kielce Bike - Expo. Yet
there is one indisputable thing – true bicycle lovers
meet in Kielce. The first two expo days welcome bicycle business-insiders. Saturday is the open day for
the general public.

What is Poland’s bicycle industry like today?
Poland’s bicycle industry is going from strength to strength. After a relatively weak and
late start owed to poor weather throughout Europe, we have enjoyed quite a good season. Just like in any other business-sector, some report up-trends, while others inform
about down-trends. Yet demand for bicycles continues in Poland.
What influences the sector’s development?
There are several development boosters. Healthy lifestyles awareness has been on the
increase in Poland. Poles get to bikes because they take care for their well-being. Many
choose a bicycle as a means of transport. There are more and more enthusiasts of bike
commuting to work and avoiding traffic jams. The increasing number of bike paths is
also important.
What kind of bikes do Poles love?
According to the Polish Cycling Association’s annual market research, Poles opt for
comfortable bicycles, i.e. city or trekking models. More and more people appreciate
electric bikes’ advantages. E-bikes have already become popular in the world. For a
number of years there has been large increase in the electric-boost bike sales because
e-bikes make it easier and more comfortable to reach distant places.
Is it possible to instil cycling-love among our eastern neighbours?
In summer this year, the representatives of the PSR visited Lviv in order to explore the
local market in the context of a planned joint-venture cycling expo in 2018. There are
considerable potentials, the fashion for cycling-lifestyle has already started there. There
are first bike rental companies, new cycling routes are in the pipeline, you can also see
first cyclists that use bikes as a means of transport. We do hope that Polish companies
will make use of the opportunity to familiarise our eastern neighbours with their products and services and thus inspire love for bicycles.
What do you wish for the industry?
We hope that the EU Cycling Strategy we have translated will make waves in Poland.
This strategy shows benefits galore bikes can give to people and environment. This
is a collection of guidelines for the best cycling infrastructure planning and making
bicycles a part of our lives. Following the example of other EU countries we would like
to make leaders of various levels of governance to consider this document when designing bicycle paths network, bike-rental and electric bikes charging systems. Bicycle
infrastructure is not complicated and inexpensive. We keep fingers crossed for good
weather as the whole business-sector depends on it. The weather influences the industry’s standing.

dr Andrzej Mochoń PhD.
Targi Kielce President of Board
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T R E N D S

Foto: Scott/Marcus Greber

2018’S
TRENDS

The statistics regarding bikes chosen by customers show that MTB hegemony is now over.
Not because there has been a decline of interest in off-road rides — on the contrary. We have
observed the increased specialization. Today’s cheapest mountain-bikes are doing much
better in off-road conditions that the top models 10 produced years ago. The same applies to
race-bikes that have grown more specialized to please various tastes. Here are the proofs.
29” for everyone

round in Nové Mesto on Morave used the
twenty-niners. In 2017 the DH World Cup
tents were the house for the largest diameter-wheel bicycles. The rankings show excellent downhill results on 29”, therefore
even the toughed opponents can now see

the large format advantages. Geometry
changes have virtually done away with the
problem of poor manoeuvrability at low
speeds. The construction refinement and
the Boost mounting increased wheels lateral stiffness. Also, bike parts availability in

Foto: Scott/Marcus Greber

Not only XC riders want to use on 29”
wheels only. bikeBoard statistics gathered at the world cup competitions are
unambiguous. 96% of male and 84% of
female XCO riders of the 2016’s World Cup

Scott Genius 900 Tuned

Orbea Rallon M-LTD
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Foto: Piotr Staroń
Giant Anthem Advanced Pro 29er 0

Mondraker Summum 29

each price category of 29” is incomparably
better than it used to be a few years ago
when only XC racing bikes could boast
large wheels. Even manufacturers like
Giant that was strongly focussed on the
27.5 wheels now offer MTB bikes with 29”
wheels. Not only bicycles offer in the 3
thousand PLN price range has expanded.
There is also a significant representation
of cheaper bikes of than 2 thousand PLN.
If you are taller than 180 cm, you should
definitely consider riding a twenty-niner.
Many manufacturers play on the safe side,
for their not-so-tall customers they offer
smaller-wheel bikes of 27.5”. There is no
reason to flinch from large wheels. A greater comfort, stability and tractions make in
most cases the twentyniners better than
bicycles on smaller wheels.

Romet Rambler 29 2

Popular sports bikes evolution

Technological progress is most evident in
top models. It is natural for manufacturers
to invest in more prestigious models. This
is the way to demonstrate the company’s
growth with renowned bikes using the
latest models. Companies also mark their
presence at major events. High-end triggers changes in the popular bicycle-segment too, these however come unnoticed
and makes such bicycles available for an
average user. Solutions previously used
in more expensive versions are used more
often. What have been the last decade’s
changes in bicycles you can buy for “reasonable” money? The 2007-2008 period
was the time when 26” wheels reigned supreme in MTB. The 650B size was unheard
of at that time. Bicycles with 29” wheels
were considered a borderline between
collectors’ whim and oddity. The wheel
size revolution was to come in a few years’
time. Bicycle comparison might seem impossible. However objective data can be
obtained when impartial procedures and
tests according to the same procedures
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600-620 mm

2007

680-720 mm

2017

2007

2017
13,7 kg*

”
26

14,3 kg*
29

”

Kross Level A2

Kross Level B2

26”

29”

what should be borne in mind is

** Average weight of a
wheel set ready to use
with bikes for approx.
2,000 PLN

5,1 kg**

4,53 kg**

are used. Test bikeBoard team has employed the test-methodology that allows
to make an objective demonstration of the
changes that have taken place in sports
bikes in the 2 thousand PLN price-range
over the last decade. Let us leave aside
possible changes in PLN purchasing power. The analysis should then begin with
the most obvious parameter, namely the
bike mass. Comparison of average values
shows that 10 years ago a 2 thousand PLN
bike weighed about half a kilogram less! In
2007 the average bike weight was 13.7 kg.
The 2017 tests have demonstrated that the
average weight is 14.3 kg.
It seems frustrating. Time passes yet bicycles have been getting heavier. However,

* Average bike weight
for approx. 2,000 PLN.

that the weight is just one of the
factors that affect quality of a bike
ride. The wheels have had the biggest
impact on the bike weight changes. Firstly the diameter has increased, secondly – there have been serious changes in
auxiliary elements of the wheel. These
changes have resulted in improved traction, comfort, dirt-worthiness and safety.
In 2007 all machines in this price category used 26” wheels. Now barely do we see
this size. Bicycles run on larger wheel-sizes: 27,5” and 29”. One cannot trick the
physics laws. A bigger and more powerful wheel must be heavier. This is clearly illustrated with the comparison of the
average masses of ready for riding wheelsets (tires, cassette, disc-brake mounted).

4.53 kg in 2007’s bikes and 5.3 kg in 2017’s
models. And one more thing. The wheel
size increase has been accompanied with
standard tyres width increase. Ten years
ago, the most common XC / XCM bikes offered the 1.95-2.1” versions. Today’s standard is the 2.1-2.25” tyre.
In 2007, disc brakes were mounted n less
than 50 percent of bikes in the pricerange discussed. The other fifty percent
offered lighter v-brakes. In 2017’s season,
disk-brakes have virtually become a standard equipment. In most cases these are
hydraulic brake systems. Another aspect
worth mentioning is the handlebar. Narrow handlebars of 580-620 mm width
were widespread, today the range of 680720 mm has become the standard.

WHAT ARE THE GAINS OF 29”
It can be said that modern bicycles have grown manly, more ready for challenging trails compared to their predecessors. Today’s bikes offer more
grip and comfort. This is the results of the significant increased tyre volume which in turn makes it easier to overcome obstacles. New bicycles
are also safer in difficult terrains - brake discs serve the purpose irrespective of the humidity, they are much stronger and require less handling
for good performance. The wider handle-bar provides a much better bike control. Do all these changes compensate for weight gain?
Definitely! The advantages described above are the results of the changes appreciated by professional competing in the most important events.
These developments have also made professional bicycles heavier.
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Focus Project Y

BMC Trailfox AMP

It has been ages, as it seems since the first
e-bike presentation in 2010. Bicycles and
motors manufacturers have learned a lot
since then. Now it it time to boast the results of tedious work. The e-bikes evolution
would not have been possible without the
new components. Integrated batteries this is one of the most noticeable changes.
Both Shimano and Bosch have such bikes
in their offer. Not only has this made possible to design nicer bikes, but also those
with a better centre of gravity for easier
machine handling. There have also been
engine-software modifications which improved power distribution and cooling
management. All for the benefit of battery-life. A greater integration of system
components protects them against external factors’ impact. A magnet that has
gone missing or loose was most common
cause for poor booster operation. Sensors integrated with the brake-disc helps
to overcome this problem. New shock
absorbers built for heavier bicycles and
S-pedelecs (more powerful e-bikes which
make it possible to develop speeds up to
45 km / h) have been strengthened. Their
characteristics has also changed. Manufacturers have also noticed that good
brakes are a must to stop the e-bike ruing
at top speed. Many models therefore offer
four-piston callipers as well as brake-systems specifically designed for booster-bikes. Bosch has gone an extra mile
and presented its first e-bikes ABS system.
It prevents the front wheel from locking
in emergency braking. The wheels are capable of bearing heavy loads. Now tyres
are homologated for up to 45km/h to be

used in S-pedelecs and slower machines.
Wheels of different diameters mounted on
one bike is an interesting option. Potentially this can produce good results. 27.5+ tyres
seem to have become a permanent part of
electric bikes. Yet manufacturers use the
29” wheel fork-compatibility and put larger
front wheels. New e-bikes are much better
in terms of geometry. This is owed to the
motor, batteries and other good components manufacturers who have recognised
specific design-needs of e-bikes. We are in
for another evolution. The question is – how
long will it take for this revolution to start?

3T Strada
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The road-bike evolution

The mass analysis has been conducted
analogous to the MTB bike. 2-3 thousand
PLN price range road-bikes were in focus.
In this case the average masses comparison has shown no changes. This class bikes
have continuously weighted about 10 kg.
This is logical – over the years their design
has not changed as much as in the MTB
design. This does not mean however that
road-bikes have not changed. The trend
towards bike specialization for road racing
or cross-country racing observed since the
early 1990s is not the only development
path. A vast majority of cycling fans who

Foto: bikeBoard/Miłosz Kędracki

eBike 2.0

KTM Macina Kapoho 272
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Bike Monitor is the first and only comprehensive bike registration system. Bike is registered already in the shop and the
procedure takes less than 2 minutes with the use of online
system, without unnecessary formalities.
The salesman enters the unique factory frame number into the
Bike Monitor system. The number is selects from the database
of numbers made available by domestic bicycle manufacturers
and importers. This guarantees that the equipment you have
bought is legal. The frame number is stored along with the
purchase documentation on the certified servers, and the terms
and conditions comply with the GIODO requirements. The
system user can update the bike-related information stored in
their account, add photos, and even maintain a service
log-book. In the event of the bike theft, the user can report this
fact immediately with the use of the system. This information is
immediately visible on-line and available for all users. This
increases the chances to find the bicycle quickly and return it to
the rightful owner.
The Bike Monitor is recommended by the Polish Cycling Association – Polish industry and business-insiders organization.
We have earned trust of many bicycles manufacturers and
importers. You can trust us too! Fight with stolen property dealers! Support the legal bicycles purchase with Bike Monitor!

Bike Monitor LLC
8 Rydygiera St., Building 20B,
premisses nr Room 224
01-793 Warsaw
798 433 321
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Foto: Look

SRAM S-900

Shimano Dura Ace

Foto: Merida/Daniel Geiger

Look 785 Huez RS

Merida Reacto Disc

enjoy a ride in scenic spots airs out their
need for bikes used for other purposes
than racing. With the use of special carbon
arrangement, elastomer inserts, wider tires
and other vibration-damping systems,
road-bikes have become more and more
affordable for wider audiences. There is
more to that, an amateur-cyclists often differs from a professional. An amateur bike
geometry must allow for mass, flexibility,
terrain ability differences. Road-bikes have
become more specialized too. There are
endurance type-bikes designed to cover long distances, with not-always good
route-surface quality. Such bikes provide
for comfort while maintaining decent driving performance. They are come with wide
tires, usually 700 × 28C and disc brakes.
Frames are equipped with different vibration-damping systems. The gravels are
a new type of bike that evolved from the
cyclo-cross and endurance bike. Gravels
are designed for a fast ride on worse-quality surfaces. This type is presented in detail
later in the text.
It is clearly visible that these bikes have
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also specialised for races. In the mountains, light weight is the priority, therefore the top models are less than 6 kg. To
attain such parameters, wheels are hugely important – not only the light weight
is a distinguishing factor. They also have
low-profile rims for increase up-hill dynamics. Slightly worse aero parameters
are less important here. Geometry provides agility and slope efficiency. Flat and
fast routes – riders opt for aero road-bikes.
Their weight is rarely below the UCI limit. High performance versions are about
6.8 kg. Aero bikes are equipped with c.a.
60 mm conical rims and integrated, slim
cockpits. To meet aerodynamic requirements, a flat-cross-section frame shapes
the wheel-direction air flows. The frame
often refers to time-trial bikes’ shape.
The rider’s body position is usually extremely low and stretched for efficiency
and the smallest possible frontal-area.
Only most determined and supple riders
can bear this demanding position. Bikes
for individual time-trials are however a
separate category. Aerodynamics and

best time-scores are the overriding priority. The very high profile rims are often above 80 mm. Rear wheels are often
equipped with discs-brakes. The handlebar consists of the base, armrests and extensions. With the narrow cockpit, a very
low body position and a large lateral surface which increases the risk of stability
loss from wind gusts, TT time-trial cycling
requires a lot of skills and experience. A
triathlon bike is its more civilized version.
A triathlon bike has slightly different geometry, adapted to the rider’s needs. This
accounts for the fact that running is the
next stage after the cycling. Triathlon
races are much longer, therefore bikes
are more comfortable and allow for a less
bent-over body-position.
It is worth noting that wide tyres, higher
rim profile and disc brakes do not determine a particular category or discipline
the bike belongs to. Despite professional cyclists’ strong resistance, or better
to say – the CPA federation resistance,
disk-brakes have been mounted on most
of the new road bikes in each category,
including aero and those intended to be
used in triathlon. This is another strong
trend. Now all major road-bike component manufacturers such as Shimano,
SRAM and Campagnolo offer hydraulic
disc brakes. The Japanese offer an extensive collection of six models. SRAM also
does not lag behind since it has introduced the hydraulic aero brakes for for
time-trial bikes’ cockpits. These will be
mainly used primarily in triathlon bikes.
Although UCI has not permitted the use
of discs in a professional races and still
runs tests in specific races, everything is
on the right course for discs to become
legally admissible. For the time being
amateurs have the chance to ride a “better” bike than professionals.
The seller’s role and responsibility is increasing. On the one hand the customer
finds more difficult to get acquainted with
a wide variety of specialised solutions.

Fuji Jari 1.1

Gravel bikes

The colloquial name used for this bicycles
category is derived from the English word
“gravel”. It shows that the bike is ready
for asphalt and gravel-covered roads. Although justified, this association unjustly
narrows the perception. The bike offers a
wide range of their possibilities. The terms
like “multifunctional” or “go-almost-everywhere” reflect the bicycles nature much
better. Apart from breezing down roads,
forest-tracks, country-lanes, gravel-roads
and pavements of all categories, gravels
are perfect for city commuters. These bikes
offer all-year-long chance to practice, ride
in competitions like the Tour de Pologne
for amateur and many of central Poland’s
MTB marathons. You can take on and off
road trips, have on-the-bike holiday or just
take a back-pack trip to the unknown.
Its versatility makes the bike very popular,
it is already offered by many brands, new
models are added to companies’ portfolios. We have it on a good authority – a
representative of one of the world’s most
famous brands revealed that this segment
is believed to offers the greatest sales increase in the coming years. What is even

more important – these bikes ceased to be
a part of exclusive offer available to wealthy
customers only. The cheapest models are
offered for just over 3 thousand PLN.
What makes these bikes “all-road and
all -purpose” machines? Is is the tyres?
Thicker than in other bikes. Certainly not!
A well-designed gravel bike is a set of features, not just one. Aerodynamics is not a
priority. A stronger emphasis is put on the
comforts for long-distance trips. The gravel bike frames allow you to take a com-

© CSG/GT Bicycles

On the other hand the seller is obliged to
know all nuances so that they can help in
choosing the best bike, not just a dreambike. The seller should ask the right questions to find the customer’s needs and
suggest a right bicycle.

fortable, more upright position compared
to classic road-bikes, even those from endurance and Gran Fondo groups. Geometry should also accommodate for good
road surfaces and off-road stretches.
Comparing gravel and road bikes. Gravels
have lower head tube angle values, significantly longer rear forks and wheelbase
lengths. All these parameters stabilise
the bike’s reaction to handle-bar moves,
increase the stability and make it make
it easier to ride on off-road stretches. In
order to withstand off-road hardships,
the wheels must be significantly stronger and more resistant to damage than in
road-bikes. Wider tyres in the range of 28
and 35C are the integral part of this setting. Of course there are bikes with even
wider tyres, well above 40C on offer. However, with their larger weight and contact
surface, these are special types of tyres for
non-asphalt use.
Disc brakes have become the standard
equipment on gravel machines. In difficult off-road and bad weather conditions
they are much better than rim-brakes.
Although the characteristic handle-bar
emphasize affinity with road-bikes. It
also proves worthy in off-road rides.
Gravel manufacturers often use special
drop-bars versions with ends bent outwards. This allows to grip hands-apart at
the broader ends. This makes it possible
to control the bike while driving off-road
without compromising on aerodynamics in the upper grip. In many cases, the
gear ratios on gravel bikes does not different from the road-bike configurations.
However new features are added on.
48-32 capped teeth crankshafts extend
the range of off-road ratios. The popu-

GT Grade
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lar trend is to use only one front capped
teeth, just like in XC or enduro machines.
This is a specialized version which does
not have to be optimal for every route
or user. The last aspect is the mass. A
stronger solution is heavier one too. The
average gravel bike is over one kilogram
heavier than its road equivalent. In top
models these differences are even greater. You can perceive it differently. A gravel bike is also an off-road machine whose
average weight compared to the average
mass of a corresponding MTB bike is lower by about 3 kg!

Outer space bicycles

Cervelo P5X

Cervelo main components are delivered by the top-specialist in bicycle components. Hed is responsible for the
frame. The unusual cockpit and forks are made by Enve. There is no seat-post, so on uneven surfaces the saddle’s
work increases comfort. Diamondback has developed the Aero Core which integrates the frame with the wheels for
the linear air flow in the lower bike part and therefore lower resistance. The P5X and Diamondback are equipped
with well-designed storage compartments. Interestingly enough, the bike aerodynamics is better with compartments on. The price ... do we really have to speak about it? Cervelo in its top equipment version costs over 60
thousand PLN (EUR 15 000).

The other was “illicit” and designed for
triathlonists. The bikes were slightly different, yet 95% of the models sold did
not have the UCI approval. Mainly triathlonists bought them. Not observing
the UCI rigorous framework regulations
allowed to develop a very specialized
product. Time-trial triathlon bikes are
designed for the longest distances – 1/2
Ironman and Ironman. Riders are to cover 90 and 180 km respectively and still

Foto: Diamondback/John Segesta

If you believe a bike to be more than just
a means of transport, you will be delighted with these constructions. In this case
tastes do not matter. You really need to
appreciate the technology that supports
the bike construction. Just imagine the
amount of endorphins released while
riding. Why haven’t such bikes become
every-day view? Not only because of the
price. This is related to UCI regulations
which determine the frame look and
shape. The machines we present are not
prototypes, they are available for regular sale. They are to be used in triathlon,
where the Union Cycliste Internationale
rules do not apply. Therefore designers
and constructors can give rein to their
imagination. Such hep-bike constructions are not exclusively made in small
workshops. The Cervelo P5X was triathlon world’s most anticipated première.
There was a clear impulse for this model.
The iconic P5 model was available in two
versions. One UCI certified for cyclists
who specialise in individual time-trials.

Diamondback Andean
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have to have enough strength for the
final run of 21 or 42 km. Therefore a balance between aerodynamic position and
comfort is the most important in these
constructions. Huge cross-sections of
pipes offer the possibility to install storage compartments for the necessary
stuff, such as a spare tube, a pump, energy bars and gels. Aerodynamic tunnel test have made it possible to refine
tube-shapes to the finest detail so that
a bike has the smallest possible head
resistance. Almost all components are
made of carbon fibre. Thus almost any
shape can be achieved. Elements have
high stiffness and relatively low weight.
The latter is less important in triathlon
bicycles. One would think that bicycles
from space are exclusively reserved for
professionals. Certainly not! Almost all
triathlon milieus are based on amateurs
in particular age-groups. These machines
are crafted for these bikers and take into
account their physical capabilities. The
market offers quite a few constructions
– Cervelo P5X, Diamondback Andean, Dimond, Ventum One and Tririg Omni are
just some of the examples. This example
clearly shows the triathlon transformation. Once a niche sport has now advanced to reign supreme in endurance
competitions. We suspect that the models presented here are avant-garde of the
trend soon to come. n

BUFF ® is a registered trademark property of Original Buff, S.A. (Spain)

CAP
ABLE
Trucker Cap

znajdź swoją legendarna czapkę z lat 80.
Wyglądaj dobrze i czuj się komfortowo. Pisz własną
historie razem z kolekcja czapek Buff Trucker

www.buff.pl

M A R K E T

PRICE, APPEARANCE,
QUALITY ...

THE LATEST STATISTICS ON
BIKES SALES AND PRODUCTION

A quantitative research-report by the IPC Research Institute commissioned by the
Polish Cycling Association in 2017 indicates that there are the three main determinants
when to comes to choosing a bike for men and women. Price, appearance and quality –
this is what we are driven by when choosing a new two-wheel vehicle.

L

adies find aesthetics more important. Gentlemen are
more into technical aspects. However, these differences
are not as apparent as they used to be in previous market
research. Men point to technical specifications and brand
awareness more often. Compelling promotion is more appealing to women. More than fifty percent of respondents buy

a new bicycle in a specialized bicycle shop. Over 3/4 of
the respondents bought a new bike in 2016 while less
than 1/4 of the respondents purchased a second-hand
bicycle. Last year, a city bike turned out to be the most
popular category and trounced the mountain bicycle
which had ruled supreme since 2013. n

Bicycle production in Europe (28 EU member states)
in 2016, % market share*

For many years Poland has been one of Europe’s leading bicycle manufacturers - 2016’s market share was 9%. Nonetheless it has lost the title of
the European Union’s third largest bicycle manufacturer. This is related
to Portugal’s increase in market share in recent years. Italy (18% of the
EU market) and Germany (16%) are the leaders, although both countries
have reduced their bicycle market share over the past 3 years.

3%

Spain

3%

Czech
Republic

2%

Slovakia

3%

Hungary

5%
Rest

18%

6%

Bicycle production in Europe in 2016,
(in thousands)*

Italy

France

6%

16%

the Netherlands

Germany

7%

15%

Romania

Portugal

7%

Bulgaria

9%

POLAND
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Italy
Germany
Portugal

POLAND

1150

1971
1904

2339

Bulgaria
940
Romania
900
the Netherlands
775
France
720
Hungary
402
Spain
351
Czech Republic
350
Slovakia
200
Austria
153
Lithuania
114
Greece
112
Sweden
83
Great Britain
83
According to the Confederation of the EuBelgium 75
ropean Bicycle Industry’s data, 1,150,000
Finland 30
bicycles were produced in 2016 in Poland,
Slovenia 4
more than in 2015 (1,034,900) and in 2014
Denmark 3
(991,100 units)

19 780 000

20 340 000

20 633 000

19 606 000 (-4,8%)

907 000

1 139 000

1 364 000

1 667 000 (+22%)

2013

2014

2015

2016

Total sales of bicycles and electric assisted bikes
in Europe — years 2013 - 2016 *
Bikes
Booster bicycles Electric Power
Assisted Cycle (EPAC)

Sales-volumes of electric bicycles have increased year after year to reach
8.5% of all bicycles sold in 2016. Germany dominates all the bicycle-sales
rankings. Germany is well ahead of Great Britain ranked second and France ranked third. The runner-ups’ results are quite similar. Poland’s western
neighbours are also e-bikes sales front-runners in terms of the number
of bikes sold. However Belgium is the leader when it comes to the highest
market share – 31% of all bikes sold in this market are booster bikes. The
Netherlands with its 29% comes second. And although Poles are more
and more interested in buying e-bicycles, we still lag behind western
countries ... CONEBI recalculation for 10,000 units — this represents just
0.83% of last year’s total bike sales in Poland.

Bikes
Booster bicycles Electric Power
Assisted Cycle (EPAC)

Luxembourg 310

Malta 11

Cyprus 22

Latvia 30

Slovakia 40
2

Estonia 260

79
Bulgaria

3

80

Croatia

Ireland

94

113

4
Lithuania

221

2

Greece 2 166

Slovenia

Hungary

240

300

20
Finland

350

3
Portugal

350

15
Czech Republic

397

87
Austria

410

2
Romania

456

Denmark 45

168
Belgium

576
Sweden

45

273
the Netherlands

Spain 40

P O L A N D 10

124
Italy

134
France

75
Great Britain

Germany

540

931

1115

605

1200

1679

3035

3050

4050

The sales ranking – bicycles and electric assisted bikes in Europe in 2016
(in thousands)*

* based on the EUROPEAN BICYCLE MARKET 2017 research commissioned by Confederation
of the European Bicycle Industry CONEBI
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Bicycles bought over the years**

57%

51,8%

76,9%
50,5%

48,2%

43%

2013

2014

49,5%
23,1%
2015

2016

Types of bicycles purchased**

1%
e-bike

1,8%
2,1%

New
Second-hand

In 2016 Poles bought many
more new bikes than the used
ones. New bicycles accounted
for 76.9%. The previous years’
trends have been reversed:
2013-2015 saw increased sales
of used bicycles. Women are
still much more likely to buy
new equipment than men.
People from 35 to 44 – this is
the age group that buys brand
new bikes most often.

** based on the quantitative research report by the IPC Research Institute commissioned by
the Polish Cycling Association
in 2017

Do not know,
hard to tell

Other type

11,5%

Trekking /
cross bike

13,2%
Children
bikes

4%

Race bike

27%

Mountain bike
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39,4%
City bike

I N T E R V I E W S

DYNAMICS
AND
DEVELOPMENT
HEADING
FOR
UKRAINE
Over eight years, the Kielce Bike-Expo has advanced
to become one of Europe’s most important bicycle
industry exhibitions. The event’s success has inspired the organizers to take up the challenges.
The new project – the Lviv Bike-Expo is described by
Mr. Dariusz Michalak, Targi Kielce Board Member.
Kielce Bike-Expo is Targi Kielce’s immense success. Do you
want to instil enthusiasm and love for cycling among our
eastern neighbours?
The International Fair of Bicycle Industry boasts exceptional atmosphere, this exhibition and the expo halls are packed
with passion and energy – this is not only owed to the organisers, this is what the bicycle industry is really like. The business-sector boasts opportunities galore, the appetites to expand to other markets. Ukraine’s market has great potentials,
Ukraine’s cycling culture has been dynamically developing.
The iconic UKRAINA bike has gone down in history – I believe
it is a good omen.
How did you come up with the idea to organise Lviv exhibition?
Not only is this related to that market potentials, but also to
the existing cooperation between Targi Kielce and its eastern
partner – the Lviv Gal Expo. Last year we organized a joint-exhibition focussed on agriculture. The cooperation was excellent and resulted in a really successful expo.
What are the exhibition objectives?
Lviv Bike-Expo is Ukraine’s only B2B exhibition. The exhibition’s main aim is to enable Polish producers to showcase
and present their products and services to the eastern markets. We do hope that this event enables Polish companies to
establish new business relations.
What will be put on display at the expo?
The expo is co-organised by the Polish Cycling Association –
the organisation which brings together bicycles and bicycle
parts manufacturers and importers. The Lviv Bike-Expo will
feature the members’ offer. The event will also be the showcase for companies which have already become the leaders
of the domestic market and want to spread their wings in
the overseas markets. The Lviv Expo is also a great opportunity for Ukrainian entrepreneurs. They will certainly want
to put the best foot forward when meeting prospective Polish partners. We are now working on the event programme.
I can assure you that it will abound with presentations and
live demonstrations. n
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Joanna Marcjan, the
Kielce Bike-Expo project
director talks about development directions for International Fair of Bicycle
Industry and dynamics in
cycling culture progress.
The International Fair of Bicycle Industry is on the horizon. What is
the market standing of this event?
The Kielce Bike-Expo has been developing really dynamically. For
eight years we have been able to bring together the best partners, and
among them the expo co-organizer – the Polish Cycling Association as
well as co-organizers of particular events, foreign partners and the media. Together we have created the event whose significance and prestige has been increasing. Not only has it been highly valued in Poland
but also at European arena. Each consecutive year the expo goes from
strength to strength – more exhibition space, greater number of exhibitors and visitors. This gives us additional motivation to go an extra mile.
What is so unique in Kielce Bike-Expo?
The data shows that the expo format is a great competitive advantage. The first two days are of Business to Business nature. The third
day is open for all bike lovers. According to exhibitors’ opinion, Targi
Kielce’s professionalism and supreme services standard are also the
event’s great asset.
Kielce Bike - Expo is a global magnet ...
Exactly! In addition to foreign companies that showcase here, Targi
Kielce hosts guests from the most remote corners of the world. Last
year the products were put on show by companies from 11 countries. Visitors represented as many as 30 countries. We had guests
from whole Europe and also from India, China, the United States
and South Africa.
Is the event’s dynamic development a reflection of the good market situation?
Beyond any doubts, expos serve as the economy barometer. Poland
and Europe have seen a vibrant development of cycling culture. We
take ecology and the environment more and more seriously. Our
health and well-being have also become one of top-priorities. We can
see that more people attach great importance to a healthy lifestyle. For
these reasons we switch to bikes. We also discover comfort and economic aspects of cycling. These are the main cycling-craze boosters.
What’s in the pipeline for this year’s expo?
This year’s expo abounds with a whole array of fringe events. Following many-year tradition, the expo agenda includes a whole array of problem-focussed meetings – conferences, trainings and B2B
sessions. Our guests can also count on attractions galore. We have
planned the Kielce Bike-Expo Marathon 2017 which has enjoyed
the ever-growing popularity. The exhibition features novelties and
among them meetings with those who savour in extreme cycling
expeditions. Extreme-cycling aficionados will share their experiences and achievements when travelling to the world’s most remote
corners. We will also award the Cyclists-Friendly Commune. n
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E X P O

C E N T R E

TARGI KIELCE
Already for 25 years Targi Kielce has been an important point on the Central and
Eastern Europe’s expo map. The Kielce exhibition and congress centre is this part of
the old continent’s second largest expo centre with regards to the exhibition space
leased and the number of exhibitors. Every year Targi Kielce brings together nearly
250,000 visitors and representatives of 7,590 companies. Targi Kielce’s state-of-the-art
infrastructure consists of 90,000 m2 of exhibition space, including 36,000 m2 in 7 expo
halls. The centre also offers 19 conference halls, one of which is located on the 57-metrehigh look-out tower, the VIP area and the professional Press Centre.
18
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Every year MSPO hosts over 20,000 business-insiders

The Defence Industry Exhibition is the showcase for
cutting-edge equipment

Targi Kielce is an ideal place to talk shop

Foto: Archiwum Targi Kielce

T

he Kielce centre celebrates its 25th
anniversary – now the centre’s calendar of events includes 700 conferences and expos. This extensive list
includes: the world-famous MSPO – Europe’s
third defence industry expo ranked after Paris and London, KIDS’ TIME – this part of Europe’s most important child-product business
sector expo, PLASTPOL – plastics processing
expo pronounced Poland’s most international
event, AGROTECH – Poland’s most visited agricultural machinery exhibition. n

Dub IT Tuning Festival — automotive fiesta in Targi Kielce

Targi Kielce Congress Centre
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S T A T I S T I C S

KIELCE
BIKE-EXPO
KEEPS UP
THE
MOMENTUM
For the eighth time Kielce hosts
Central and Eastern Europe’s greatest
event in bicycle-industry. New year
– a new wave of energy, even greater
diversity and profusion of new ideas.

B

ar and pie charts as well as diagrams reveal the truth. Year after year, the Kielce Bike-Expo has
been gaining the momentum.
Last year the total number of visitors exceeded 8,000. The number of exhibitors
has been steadily growing to reach 300.
This has been an immense success – for so
many years the Kielce expo has avoided
stagnation. On the contrary – it has been
gearing-up. Growing numbers attract new
exhibitors, new exhibitors attract even
more visitors. The exhibition’s achievements have been credited with the Business Centre Club’s European Medal presented in recognition of the service quality.
The success of the project may lie in the
fact that Kielce Bike-Expo is much more
than a bicycle trade-show. Not only do
companies present bicycles and accessories. Kielce is also the home for cycling
media as well as associations, institutions
and professional organizations from all
over Poland. Representatives of broadly
defined tourism have their expo stands
too. Every year the expo is complemented
with a bicycle marathon co-organized by
the largest national organisers (Bike Marathon, Poland Bike Marathon and Mazovia
MTB Marathon on alternating years). Also
the Polish cycling stars join the event. Last
year featured the meeting with Maja Włoszczowska.
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Foto: Archiwum Targi Kielce

2016’s Bike-Expo - FACTS AND FIGURES:

11

244

countries represented by
the exhibitors

companies

600

8013

brands

visitors from
30 countries

bicycle components
and consumables

bicycles

bike wear
bicycle
accessories
road safety

bike publications
and Internet portals

Product
and
service
categones:

bicycle associations,
institutions and organizations
diets and
supplements

The Kielce Bike-Expo is a truly international event. 2017’s expo
hosts representatives of 30 countries, not only from Europe but
also from Chile, India, South Africa and the USA. Europe’s second
most important exhibition and congress centre is the stage for
this annual event.

Number of visitors in total

Number of exhibitors

bicycle
tourism

bicycle workshops
equipment

The number of foreign-countries’ representations and the market-significance of brands put on show at the expo clearly demonstrate that
Kielce event devoted to single-track vehicles has been highly valued
and much awaited event. This year’s edition will certainly prove to be
a record-breaking event. This gives extra motivation! n

The number of foreign business-sector’s institutions to visit the expo

Net exhibition space
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M A R A T H O N S

Foto: archiwum Bike Maraton

BIKE MARATHON
BACK IN KIELCE

Poland’s biggest and oldest MTB marathons cycle in conjunction
with the biggest cycling festival – Poland’s grandest and one of
Europe’s biggest bicycle industry expo. Get ready for this combination and see its culmination on 23 September 2017 in Kielce.
Every year MTB marathon organizers accompany the Kielce expo.
However many years ago the Bike Marathon was the first to stage
the cycle finals in the fairgrounds.
This year Kielce will not see the finals. Yet Targi Kielce will be the
arena for the Bike Marathon’s last-but-one stage.
Kielce Bike Expo is a unique event that brings together the all
cycling milieus and the whole bicycle-industry. Therefore this
few-days expo is a must-attend event. The Bike Marathon organizers have the great ambition to use the expo as the platform to integrate the business-sector and the Polish cycling
milieus even further and to boast the domestic MTB strengths.
Speaking about sports plans. As usual, the Bike Marathon male
and female competitors will be offered the three distances - MINI,
MEGA and GIGA of varying length and difficulty level. The race
location and the routes specificity offer the chance to rest from
typical and exhausting mountain races. This is really important,
especially at the end of the busy season. One thing should be
borne in mind – although the Bike Marathon route in Kielce is
rather flat, it is by no means boring. Particular stretches should
satisfy even the toughest bike-climbers.
The Bike Marathon has been designed as the event open for all.
MTB elite as well as beginners and amateurs will find a suitable route. Not only a strong cycling team, but also a group of
friends or a sporty and active family get a chance to show off
their capabilities here.
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The Bike Marathon and Kielce Bike Expo offer a surprise-treat for
the local MTB community – this is the only edition of the MTB
Cross Marathon Cycle with joint classification. What is more, another round of the XCM Polish Cup will also take place in Kielce.
There is a number of reasons to join this prestigious event. No
matter what sports industry or discipline you are associated with
– there is on common denominator – the bicycle.
The Bike Marathon and Kielce Bike Expo - 23 September.

LOTTO POLAND BIKE
MARATHON
BIKE MARATHONS FOR ALL

This series boasts the greatest potentials. This one is Poland’s topleague, most powerful event held in Mazowsze and Warsaw’s vicinity. LOTTO Poland Bike Marathon is organized by Grzegorz Wajs.
Now it has become a high-recognition brand. The Poland Bike
Marathon has been held under the same banner for nine years “Set off with us!” Cycling is our passion”. The motto says it all.

Record-breaking marathons

LOTTO Poland Bike Marathon - year after year it has broken records
of participants. Thousands of people hit the start line. Bikes are labelled with distinctive, round numbers. The three routes for participants and Mini Cross for preschoolers. The competition is always accompanied with heated atmosphere and professional setting. This
makes LOTTO Poland Bike Marathon a most appreciated and liked
series among MTB aficionados. Poland Bike’s fanpage on Facebook
boasts 14 thousand followers! This is Poland’s all-time record.

Perfection and fun

Perfect organization comes at the top of priority list. Participant
may make use of the free bicycle repair shops. Food counters
are placed along the route and in the Poland Bike town. For the
youngest participants there is the Juniors Cabin. Poland Bike is a
great fun for the whole family.

More than marathons

2017’s LOTTO Poland Bike Marathon includes 17 stages in a cycle.
Poland Bike team has also organized Poland’s best-ever MTB XCO
Championship as well as the iconic Stanislaw Królak Cycling Memorial in the centre of Warsaw. This is complemented with the Winter Poland Bike Marathon, Warsaw Winter Triathlon and Polish MTB
Amateurs Team Championship. We look forward to seeing you.

Foto: archiwum Lotto Poland Bike Marathon

Foto: archiwum Zamana Group

Foto: archiwum Lotto Poland Bike Marathon

ZAMANA GROUP
READY TO RIDE – ANYTIME,
ANYWHERE

You cannot live without a bike? Are you ready to go cycling all year
round? You will be delighted with the marathons and races offer
from Cezary Zamana and his team.
The Zamana Group —where the cycling season never ends. January marks the beginning of the winter cycle — Northtec MTB in
Winter. The well-prepared cycling-routes on squeaking snow, a
nice frost stinging-sensation and a iconic pea-soup served in a cycling town to warm you up — this is a great set off for the season.
The largest, the most popular and most interesting MTB marathons series — Mazovia MTB Marathon kicks off a moment later.
This series comprises of a few dozens of races in Mazovia region
and other, carefully selected places in all corners of the country.
The cycle greatest advantage are its routes — refined down to the
smallest detail. There is a full MTB span: from single tracks and
ruts through forest intervals to demanding steep up-hills which
end with a fast down-hill rides.
Mazovia is held parallel to the Road Tour series of road races.
Boredom is certainly not an option here. Every race has its distinct
character, gives the chance to enjoy cycling at its fullest. There
are flat stretches for the sprinters, there are routes designed for
mountain uphill rides lovers and there are even true rarities like
the Polish Strade Bianche. There is no place boredom either.
Join Cezary Zamana for night races too — Mazovia 24h Marathon.
Once a year, many daredevils stand up to fight their weaknesses.

Foto: archiwum Zamana Group

More information at www.polandbike.pl and www.facebook.
com/Poland.Bike.Marathon

They flex the leg-muscles to cover nearly 500 kilometres a day.
The Zamana Group’s rich offer is crowned with the MTB stage races — the North Star set in the land of the thousand Masuria lakes,
the South Star in the majestic shade of Babia Gora Mountain and
the Gorce Champion MTB where you can fight and win with the
majestic Turbacz Mountain.
From winter through autumn, day and night, on the road and in
the mud, in the mountains and in the lakes district. Fancy a ride?
Cezary Zamana is the best companion. n
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C O N F E R E N C E

TRI BIKE-EXPO
TRIATHLON CONFERENCE
AT 2017’S KIELCE Bike-Expo
The triathlon phenomenon in the
spotlight — the specialised conference is
held on 23 September within the scope
of Poland’s largest cycling-industry
exhibition — Kielce Bike-Expo.

there is something else. Even an amateur can qualify for the real
world championship and savour once-in-a-lifetime adventure.
Passion, perseverance and absolute consistency are a must.
The conference will show that triathlon, more than any other
sport-discipline allows you to “go beyond your own limitations”.
This will also be the source of training motivation and tricks-ofthe-trade to improve efficiency. The experts will expand your
knowledge, regardless whether you just want to finish your first
race or you have advanced to a professional level and want to
improve your personal beats. Hope to see you in Kielce on September’s last-but-one Saturday.

1

“I cannot ” is not an option — become Ironman
World Champion

This is a story of an amateur who has decided to take up
physical activity whilst experiencing middle-life crisis. As a result
of the decision made in 2006, he qualified to the Ironman World
Cup in 2012. However his overriding goal is to achieve the M50
world championship. Not only will the presentation show how a
beginner becomes the Champion of Poland. This will also show
the challenges every athlete must face. Marcin Konieczny is the
speaker who will pay special attention to internal and external
motivation issues, the equipment-related aspects. He will also
share the necessary knowledge on how to realise objectives in effective and efficient way.

2

The right equipment does matter!

Triathlon magazine editors will advise on how to choose a
bike for those who begin a triathlon adven-

Foto: Miłosz Kędracki/bikeBoard

T

riathlon — one of the most dynamically developing
sports disciplines attracts a large number sports aficionados. Various endurance disciplines lovers want
to become “people of steel”. Triathlons attracts
many, this popularity is owed to triathlon’s unique
features — this is where you make fully utilise your
talents for running, cycling and swimming. Yet
Foto: Miłosz Kędracki/bikeBoard
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Foto: Piotr Staroń

ture and how to modify your gear to gain valuable time advantage and keep-up the pace in sports. Aerodynamics is crucial.
Producers often endorse their products by showing the buyer
the research results in aerodynamic tunnels. Professor Engineer Andrzej Flaga PhD. Hab is the head of the Wind Engineering Laboratory of the Krakow University of Technology. The lab
houses one of the most modern aerodynamic tunnels in Poland.
Professor questions the sense of such sub-studies and points
out to the overwhelming influence of the user’s body on the air
streams around the bike’s construction. This was the prod for
the Triathlon editorial team to run real-life in-ride tests. Static
tests in an aerodynamic tunnel would not provide the expected precision. Owing to Magazine’s cooperation with the Polish
Cycling Association, tests in sterile aerodynamically conditions
were carried out. The BGŻ BNP Paribas Cycling Track Arena in
Pruszków was the test-bed. In the conference, the testers and
editors will describe the tests-procedures, suggest modifications
designed to maximize time gains and lecture on whether a triathlon bike is the best option a biker can use in competitions.

3

Cycling comfort

1/2 Ironman or a full Ironman distance is a big challenge
for an amateur who must ride 90 or 180 km and then
run a half or a full marathon. Therefore cycling comfort is one
of the most important issues. Comfort is determined with the
optimum body position. Therefore it is worth to commission
professional bikefitters to do their job. Not only to eliminate

“pain in the neck” aspects. A better aerodynamic position allows to reach the finish line faster and with less fatigue. It has
been proven – this is not the bike but the biker that produce
the drag. The results largely depend on the body position the
rider has. The conference features Krystyn Lipiarski, one of the
most experienced fitters in Poland. Mr Lipiarski will discuss
such issues as:
•

how to become more aero — aerodynamic drag in relation
to the frontal area;

•

the saddle pressure zones;

•

contact points between the cyclist and the bike;

•

the role of TT handle bars;

•

stack and reach for triathlonists.

4

The Olympic v Ironman?

Theoretically, the only difference is the distances. In reality these are the worlds apart. Kacper Adam, the leading Polish triathlete will talk about the differences between the
“Olympic” and “Ironman” types. The impact of the swimming
component length-change, equipment choice, training modes
and even the tactics of the race when drafting is allowed will
be discussed. The speaker will also explain why the Olympic
distance is reserved for professionals and the Ironman is a mass
event for amateurs. n
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A W A R D S

Kielce Bike-Expo is accompanied with the Bike Awards Gala

2017’S BIKE AWARD
Bicycle industry accolades have become the tradition of
the International Fair of Bicycle Industry – Kielce Bike –
Expo. The best products on show gain recognition and
extra splendour, thus companies from all corners of the
world join the expo and compete for the BIKE AWARD
statuettes. The BIKE AWARD made its début last year.

I

t’s worth joining competitions and win accolades – ask any
marketing specialist. A really good product deserves confirmation of its uniqueness. Independent experts’ opinion is therefore really invaluable. Not only do industry awards serve as
a confirmation of the product’s quality and advanced features.
They also boost the company positive image.
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Foto: Archiwum Targi Kielce
2016’s Bike Awards - Gala Ceremony Andrzej Mochoń PhD, Targi Kielce President of Board.

The new Kielce Bike - Expo award has been
gaining recognition in the bicycle industry. And although this very accolade was
awarded for the first time last year, it has already become the supreme quality and innovativeness seal. The Jury Panel comprises highly-specialised business-insiders. The
Panel awards the distinction in the eight
categories: technical innovations, design,
Polish design, Polish product, anti-theft security, product for women as well as a product for children.
The competition, which takes place during
Targi Kielce Bike-Expo has been gaining
popularity among exhibitors. Last year
there were 122 products competing for the
Bike Award. The award’s always-growing
prestige has resulted in even larger number of competition registrations – says
Joanna Marcjan, the Project Manager.
The winners will be announced on the first
day of the expo on 21.09.2017 at the Gala
Ceremony. n

The 2016’s Bike Award was presented to, inter alia
Henryk Charucki, the Harfa-Harryson owner.
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N O V E L T I E S

NOVELTIES 2018

Foto: Archiwum Targi Kielce

COMPANY NAME

PAGE

COMPANY NAME

PAGE

Aljot Sp.J.

33

May & Jay

38

APG CO. W. Kisielewski, J. Kierdelewicz Spółka Jawna

29

Mega Productions CO., LTD.

38

Asia Bicycle Trading Company

36

Moyon International CO Ltd.

32

Assos Europe GmbH & Co.KG

29

nanoOILSP.J.

33

Bakosport Sp. z o.o.

30

PM Investment Group Sp. z o.o.

36

BBF Bike GmbH

30

Polednik s.r.o.

36

BEV INT’L CORP.

38

Puky GmbH

30

Bibal Distribution

32

Runsport.pl

32

Bikeman

30

Saveno

40

BYE! Polska

40

Scott Genius 2018

30

CKC Enviromental Technology CO., LTD.

38

Selle Monte Grappa SRL

34

Cossack Sp. z o.o.

34, 36

SG Trade

32

Diamondback

40

Shimano Polska Bicycle Parts Sp. z o.o.

30

Dino Bikes SPA

38

Shockblaze

40

Ecobike

32

Spokey

32

Elmark

36

Sport Team Sp z.o.o.

36

F.I.BI. Srl

33

Tajwańska Rada Rozwoju Handlu Zagranicznego

Frugal® (Discovery Group)

29

(TAITRA)

Gist Italia SRL

30

Teny Rim Enterprise CO., LTD.

38

32

Wertykal S.C.

34

Hsin Lung Accessories Co., Ltd.

38

Wheeler Polska

40

Kompranet.pl

36

XON LTD.

38

Larix

34

Yedoo

32

Malavi Sp. z o.o.

34

Zasada Sp. z o.o.

33

Mandelli SPA

29

ZENO Bicycle Component Co., LTD

40

Go Ride Serwis
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36

ASSOS EUROPE GmbH & Co.KG

FRUGAL®

Exhibition stand number

Exhibition stand number

A-17

A-4

T.milleShort S7 – designed for riders
looking for more comfort at an affordable
price. A wider waistline cut offers
great comfort at everyday workouts for
maximum riding pleasure. The heart of
the product is the S7 insert Assos has
always been famous for.

Frugal® ECO is a practical, foldable
e-scooter equipped with the three
riding modes, cruise-control system
and LED lighting. A powerful motor and
the efficient lithium-ion battery allows
to accelerate up to 30 km / h and travel
up to 30 km. The scooter’s low weight
makes it also very comfortable to rode
without electric support.

APG CO. W. Kisielewski, J. Kierdelewicz Spółka Jawna

MANDELLI SPA

Exhibition stand number

Exhibition stand number

G-9

Meteor-X Auto Pro light: 450 LM light, light
sensor, day / night mode, aluminium alloy
body, waterproof, 7 operating modes, power supply: 3.7 V 1400 mAh battery, high
precision optical lens, min. 1.5, maximum
operating time, mode and battery status
indicators.

C-12

Brera UNICA - the iconic “Made in
Italy”, retro concept and modern in
components. MODERN CLASSIC –
the lightweight aluminium frame and
the attractive matt colours make this
citybike both stylish and functional.
UNICA – like the feeling when you
ride for the first time.

SHIMANO POLSKA BICYCLE PARTS SP. Z O.O.

SHIMANO POLSKA BICYCLE PARTS SP. Z O.O.

Exhibition stand number

Exhibition stand number

C-42, C-44

C-42, C-44

Europe’s rapidly growing electric
bicycle market has made Shimano
enrich its bicycle components portfolio
with the STEPS E 8000. This
components group is dedicated to electrically boost MTB
bikes. For more information visit
the https://shimano-steps.com/e-bikes/
poland/pl.

The New Ultegra R8000 offers
riders the maximum braking
power with hydraulic road
brakes, optimised gearshifts
regardless the body position
with three gear-control
lever-types and a modified
Shadow rear derailleur.

GIST ITALIA SRL

SCOTT GENIUS 2018

Exhibition stand number

D-43

Exhibition stand number

E-47

Gist marks its presence at this year’s
Kielce Bike Expo with its new “Primo”
helmet. The “Primo” offers an innovative shape that allows a better Air Flow
inside. New fit created for these helmets. Feel free to try on – experience
“nothing on my head” feeling.

Innovativeness, technology and design –
this is why Genius been the key
model in our mountain-bikes
portfolio for many years. The
frame with shock absorbers is less
than 2249 grams. Versatility has
been one of the basis for the new
Genius. Genius is capable of
running either 27.5 or 29 tyres.

BAKOSPORT SP. Z O.O.

BIKEMAN

Exhibition stand number

Exhibition stand number

C-32

E-19

Race – a backpack designed for those
who opt for a low weight and excellent
breathability. The new model has been
fitted with durable-material carrier-straps
that provide comfortable shoulder
ventilation as well as thick 3D Air Mesh of
perforated foam.

The Topeak Loader series – waterproof,
high capacity, light weight
and compact design. Lots
of gear without the need for
heavy rear-racks.
Mounted without tools.
The series comprises:
FrontLoader, BackLoader,
MidLoader and TopLoader.

BBF BIKE GMBH

PUKY GmbH

Exhibition stand number

F-15

PENDIX powered BBF URBAN
Electric Bike, aluminium frame, steel
fork. 7-speed Nexus, 250-watt motor, lithium-ion battery (48V-6.25 Ah
/ 300 Wh), three power modes: Eco,
Smart, Sport. Rims: X4, hubs: front:
alu, rear: freewheel, tyres: Kenda,
brakes: V-Brake. Weight: 19,5 kg.
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Exhibition stand number

PUKY – a new line of bicycles
for children now available
with extended warranty – up
to 5 years. The exceptional
guarantee covers the frame,
handlebars and fork and
applies to all PUKY machines.
The warranty comes with the
product. www.puky.pl.

E-9

ECOBIKE
Exhibition stand number

G-8

SPOKEY SP. Z O.O.
Exhibition stand number

F-2

Our new EcoBike SPEED bike series – three
models available: Speed L,
 Speed M and
Speed MTB – all capable of gearing up to
45km/h !!! A completely new design, no
borrowings from other models. The
EcoBike own and original Speed 
Bike segment offer for the sector
which has been vibrantly developing
in Europe and the world.

Spokey BRISK – an innovative model.
The user decides about wheels size
and number of ! A basic set comes
with a 3-wheel, 120 mm wheel-frame.
Just one additional opening makes it
possible to switch the layout to a more
classic, 4 wheels 100 mm set. Boosted with interesting, elegant design.

BIBAL DISTRIBUTION

GO RIDE SERWIS

Exhibition stand number

Exhibition stand number

D-59

A-18

The Uebler i21 / i31 2 or 3 bikes carrier equipped with the easiest-to-use IQ
assembly system: simply slide onto the towbar and snap it down. Lightweight
and compact, when folded it
has the dimensions of a small
suitcase. Load – up to 60 kg
(single bike of up to 30 kg),
accommodates E-bikes and
FatBikes. Details available at
www.ueblerpolska.pl.

The DRAGON Sport anti-smog
mask has been designed to aid
breath, especially for the active
ones. The mask is a combination
of aesthetic looks, comfort and the
highest protection level against
toxic air pollutants we suffer from
in Polish cities.

MOYON INTERNATIONAL CO. LTD.

SG TRADE

Exhibition stand number

Exhibition stand number

C-28

A-5

MOYON has full experience for OEM/
ODM CNC hardware and work with high
precision CNC multi-axes machines
factory for our main items: sprocket,
chain-ring, wheel parts, clamp, hub
and QR of bike parts and dirt bike parts.
MOYON is your good partner in Taiwan
whatever purchasing or brand agent.

“STRIDER®Sport 12 THE WORLD’S
MOST SPORTY ALL-YEAR BALANCE
BIKE. Designed to be used by children
age 1.5 to 5. The bike grows with your
child even, the cycling adventure can
continue for 4 years, all year long,
including WINTER thanks to Strider®
Snow Skis (attached snow-runners).“

YEDOO

RUNSPORT.PL

Exhibition stand number

C-18

With this scooter, you can ride
the World Championship or
a 24-hour scooterthon. You
can set such high goals. Once
you reach them you won’t stop
smiling. The right geometry
and aerodynamics, the perfect
frame with optimal toughness, a
plenty of room for the rider, the cutting-edge components.
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Exhibition stand number

C-43

We’ve got something you’re gonna
like! The FDX triathlon suit – made of
very good technical quality materials,
perfect for training sessions and competitions. Wear the suit and be in your
element. Available for only 179,90
PLN! Check it yourself! Join us at the
Runsport.pl expo stand.

NANOOIL SP.J.
Exhibition stand number

A-23

ZASADA Sp. z o.o.
Exhibition stand number

E-29

nanoBIKE PROTECTOR from nanoOIL – combination many-year experience and cutting-edge
technology. Deep grease penetration into the
surface results in a water-impermeable and
dirt-protective coat to guard against corrosion.
Regularly use for bike preservation and care.

ZASADA Bikes hand in hand with Lodz
University of Technology have developed
a wireless communication system for
the electric bicycles. The mobile device
replaces the bicycle counter. It also
works as an anti-theft system, drive
characteristics changer and the battery
status-check. The solution has been
designed for Android platform.

ALJOT Sp.J.

F.I.BI. SRL

Exhibition stand number

E-2

Exhibition stand number

D-52

PROX LIBRA 2 x POWER CREE LED headlight - a super light and efficient lamp
equipped with two CREE LEDs comes
with a small aluminium casing. A large,

RACE MOUNTAIN joins the Targi Kielce’s
BIKE-Expo the the first time Bikes are
produced by the Italian Company F.I.BI.
company founded in 1994 and located near

rechargeable external battery (4,400
mAh) ensures long service-life. The set
is equipped with an adjustable head or
helmet holder and therefore the set can be
used by tourists too.

Rome. As before, the 2018’s RACE MOUNTAIN collection features high quality and reliable products, with a perfect balance of
technology, design and lightness. Mostly involved in the MTB field, RACE MOUNTAIN presents R29, a full suspension carbon model which offers a wide choice of
different equipments. The new R29 will be available also in neon green colour.

The International Fair of Bicycle Industry

27-29.09.2018

The only fair of this kind in Ukraine

SELLE MONTE GRAPPA SRL

LARIX

Exhibition stand number

Exhibition stand number

C-17

C-23

SELLE MONTE GRAPPA presents a great
novelty “ALTHEA” model unisex for E-BIKE and
C-Bike. Anti-slip cover that facilitate the cyclist’s pedaled, ensuring the max comfort and
stability. Saddle from high performance can be
equipped with a red LED-lights backlight. Hand
made saddle. 100% MADE IN ITALY. Code
6000, www.sellemontegrappa.com

The new urban-group helmet for
those who love round-the-city rides.
The Finale visor helmet has more
surface at the back of your head
provides additional safety. The
addition advantage of the helmet
is litemirror glass, which provides
constant eye protection without the
need to wear glasses.

MALAVI Sp. z o.o. Sp.K

WERTYKAL S.C.

Exhibition stand number

Exhibition stand number

C-37

C-5

Pack Bike Cap - a classic bike cap
made UPF 40+ fabric that resists
UV protection. The elastic peaked
cap of universal size with the inner
sweat-absorbing layer. The cap
can be folded or crushed with
your hand, the peak returns to its
shape. The cap with 100% surface breathability.
Produced in Spain

RIM CLOTHES FROM THE RENOWNED,
FRENCH VENOX! Rim-band made of 100%
cotton. Good pressure and high temperature
resistance – to be used in the mountains and
in flat-rides.
The red tape - double sided adhesive tape
resistant to high temperatures. The tape with
three special layers provides exceptional traction.
No need to wait for the adhesive to dry!

COSSACK Sp. z o.o.

COSSACK Sp. z o.o.

Exhibition stand number

Exhibition stand number

G-1

G-1

CITY BIKES – NEW UNVEILING
The rich city-bike assortment is expanded with classic Alicja. Tasteful
components selection, attention to
detail to a perfect final effect. In the
2018’s season this beautiful bike
will be available in two fashionable
pastel colours: mint and claret.

CITY BIKES – NEW UNVEILING
In order to meet customers’
expectations, Cossack has created
another bike with a permanent
basket mounted on the front wheel.
Following the Genoa and Livorno
bikes success, the new bike has
been equipped with an aluminium
frame and unique design.

COSSACK Sp. z o.o.

COSSACK Sp. z o.o.

Exhibition stand number

Exhibition stand number

G-1

ELECTRIC E-EVOLUTION
2018’s season for Cossack is the
time to introduce e-bikes. The frame
geometry and branded components
the customers like so much is half
the success. The other half is a
well-designed e-boost unit with a
reliable battery. The new e-bike from
Cossack is the whole.
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G-1

TIME FOR COSSACK TREKKING
The completely transformed trekking bikes line is a positive change
for customers. New aluminium
frames and carefully selected
branded accessories give you riding
confidence and reliability for years,
even on most demanding trekking
routes.

Specjalna warstwa kleju do wszytkich typów opon
Plastikowa wkładka dla łatwiejszego
centrowania opony przed przyklejeniem

Bawełniana przekładka zwiększająca
przyczepność na linii obręcz-opona
Oficjalny dostawca ekipy COFIDIS

Specjalna warstwa kleju do obręczy carbonowych
i aluminiowych, odporna na wysokie temperatury

COSSACK Sp. z o.o.

SPORT TEAM Sp. z o.o.

Exhibition stand number

Exhibition stand number

G-1

E-18

MTB
So far Cossack has been known for
its city bikes. The distribution range
and diverse terrains prod for further
development. The 2018’s season
will see several 26”, 27.5” and 29”
MTB models – all with aluminium
frames, Shimano, Tektro and Suntour
accessories.

CRAFT STORM BIB TIGHTS – an ideal solution for
cycling when it’s cold outside. Made of warm fabric
with high thermoregulatory properties. WINDBLOCK
VENTAIR X WIND membrane protects against wind
and rain. A 3 layers INFINITY C2 PAD insert works
really great – while riding it offers an anti-shock
system that is designed to absorb impacts.

POLEDNIK s.r.o.

ELMARK

Exhibition stand number

D-72

Exhibition stand number

A-22

Full finger cycling model. The
backhand is made of very light holed
mesh, velvet terry on thumb. The
palm is made of synthetic leather
provided with anatomically shaped gel
cushions

Overfly Grace is a beautiful and
unique bike. Dedicated for women
of all ages who like beautiful and
universal things. Elegant style and a
low frame combined with excellent
range and short charging times
make the bike the ideal means of
transport for city rides.

PM INVESTMENT GROUP Sp. z o.o.

KOMPRANET.PL

Exhibition stand number

Exhibition stand number

D-65

A-3

MILLY MALLY DUSTY running bicycles
are available on 10- and 12-inch wheels.
Suitable for two, three and even four
year olds. Adjustable handle-bars and
saddle for optimal height adjustment and
the child’s age. DUSTY’s advantages: it
forces the right body-posture, good for
spatial and balance training, pumped
wheels.

Albedo100 – Permanent and Colourless – an
innovative reflective spray that increases you safety
when riding in the dark. Cover a bicycle frame,
running shoes or baby stroller, be more visible
owing to reflected light such as car’s headlights.
During the day, the Albedo100 spray stays
invisible.

TAIWAN EXTERNAL TRADE
DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL (TAITRA)

ASIA BICYCLE TRADING COMPANY

Exhibition stand number

Exhibition stand number

D-37

Taiwan Trade Center Warsaw is a branch office of the Taiwan External Trade Development Council (TAITRA) http://warsaw.taiwantrade.com.tw, the foremost non-profit
trade promotion organization in Taiwan. Jointly sponsored by the government, industry associations and commercial organizations, TAITRA assists Taiwan businesses
and manufacturers in developing international market. TAITRA’s office in Poland
offers various forms of contact with Taiwanese companies, e.g. product inquiries,
online meetings, B2B meetings and participation in trade fairs in Taiwan.
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D-12

E-Bike Frame 27.5”, material:
Alloy 6061
H/T: 1-1/8” x 1.5” Taper integrated, Shimano System E-6000,
Battery Location: D/T, Code:
DLFM002-27.5483

DOŁĄCZ DO

HYBRYDOWEJ
REWOLUCJI

OVERFLY

WARRIOR

SILNIK
250W

BATERIA
13Ah Li-ion,
36V Samsung

ZASIĘG
80-90km

PRĘDKOŚĆ
MAX.
25km/h

WSPOMAGANIE
5 stopni

CZAS
ŁADOWANIA
4-6h

HALA A (PRZY WEJŚCIU GŁÓWNYM) / OVERFLYBIKE.PL

BEV INT’L CORP.

CKC ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.

Exhibition stand number

Exhibition stand number

D-41

D-38

Model: BCA-005, saddle mount bottle cage
holder for 1 or 2 bottle cages
material: aluminum. Finish option: anodized
black, other anodized color also available with
MOQ request. Also good for GoPro mount as well,
so can also mount the GoPro on the saddle rails.
Complete product weight: 61g/each

CK-UB2RH FPC Pedal. Highly sustainable rice husks are used specifically
to reduce pollution and petrochemical
reliance. Designed ergonomically, the
grooves and ridges provide additional
non-slip function. Passed ISO 4120-8
standards and meets EU REACH/SVHC
requirements.

HSIN LUNG ACCESSORIES CO., LTD.

MAY & JAY CO., LTD.

Exhibition stand number

Exhibition stand number

D-42

D-39

SATORI UP2 PLUS is made for
speed, build to durable. It is the
ultimate adjustable stem for the
upcoming 45km/h E-Bike.
Full product range at
www.satoribike.com.

Our glasses have ultra light weight design
for increased flexibility and wrap around fit.
Soft temple tips reduce slippage. The lenses protect your eyes against harmful UVA,
UVB or UVC rays to 100%, shatter proof
and impact resistance. All of our products
are compiled with American, European CE
and Austrian standard.

MEGA PRODUCTIONS CO., LTD.

TENY RIM ENTERPRISE CO., LTD.

Exhibition stand number

Exhibition stand number

D-11

PaPaSeat was invented by a small
group of young and outgoing mom
and dads that love bike riding but
were limited to bulky child seats.
With PaPaSeat you will be able to
go anywhere with your child on
a bicycle and create “Precious
Moment” every time.

XON LTD.
Exhibition stand number

D-8

XHS-16
Full CNC Headset Cap for Drink Cap.
Material: Alloy 6061 headset cap with
7075 forged alloy screw. Spec: OD:
Ø31.8 mm cap+ M6*30 mm screw
Finish: Black. Feature: 2 pcs magnets
for riders easily change the different
drink caps
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D-31

Braking the rule. New future bike wheel
concept and making bike fashion
style is uniwheel wheelset. Teny Rim
Uinwheel wheelset has five qualities:
strong & tenacity, colorfuly, fashion,
match by youself, cheerful riding,
wanting personal street style. Just get
Teny rim uniwheel.

DINO BIKES SPA
Exhibition stand number

D-50

303U Urban Crossover
Dino Engineering Hi-Ten frame, with
all-in-one mudguard and 1”x1/8 oversize
ball bearings fork, ball bearings wheels
with inflatable sporty tires, and all-in-one
anti-slip footboard. A stripped-down
modern design presented in fluorescent
colors: a versatile model suitable for sporty
beginners and beyond.

BYE! POLSKA
Exhibition stand number

C-27

ZENO BICYCLE COMPONENT CO., LTD
Exhibition stand number

D-58

BYE – natural supplements for sports
people already available in Poland. We
offer natural ingredients products developed to improve performance in sports.
This is not laboratory-created product!
All ingredients originate in forests, fields
and natural farming! Check it yourself!
Join us for free tasting.

ZENO’s Reaction floating rotor focus on
aggressive rider’s need.
Though ZENO’s exclusive structure design
this rotor offer many benefit below:
efficient torque conduction, better floating
function, decreasing heat damage, ultralight weight. 160, 180, 203mm available.

ZENO BICYCLE COMPONENT CO., LTD

ZENO BICYCLE COMPONENT CO., LTD

Exhibition stand number

Exhibition stand number

D-58

ZENO’s SuperCool brake pads offer the efficient
cooling structure and compound which keep the
brake system in safety temperature range and reliable braking power. Supercool brake pads increase
the heating exchange rate to 45%. ZENO’s SuperCool
Pads are available for most popular brake on market.
Speed clip.

WHEELER POLSKA SP. Z O.O.
Exhibition stand number

A-1, A-21

Wheeler Protron 3.9 29er - a versatile
MTB bike suitable for all types of riding.
The series includes inexpensive models
– the so-called entry-level, perfect for
daily commuting to work or school.
There are also models for those with
greater sport ambitious – fitted with a
carbon frame and high-end equipment,
created for very demanding cyclists.

SAVENO
Exhibition stand number

ZENO’s Speed Clip disc brake. Offer rider
have a new choice for disc brake. Which
is very easy maintain and provide precise
brake control, and more feature below.
Features: aluminum forging body, easy
to replace brake pads, easy maintenance,
precise clamping force, come with ZENO
seimi-metalic pads.

DIAMONDBACK (Distributor for Poland:
POLBIKE Juliusz Kabath)
Exhibition stand number

E-14

DIAMONDBACK BMX AMPT - the
bike designed for street duel fans
who want to show off most complicated tricks. As simple as that
– no rules in the saddle. Pure fun
is what counts . Designed with
great attention to every detail.
Gravity stands no chance.

SHOCKBLAZE (Distributor for Poland:

E-28

SAVENO ROAD CLASSIC DISC LDS - for
demanding women. It combines ride
comfort and functionality. Ideal for those
who value comfort

and convenience.
Well-selected components (Shimano
DEORE M592-9S, Shimano BR-M315
hydraulic brakes, Sr-Suntour, SF14-EXEX DS HLO) make you enjoy every
step of multi-mile outings and short trips.
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POLBIKE Juliusz Kabath)
Exhibition stand number

E-28

SHOCKBLAZE SKIN 160 ELITE – a
new development form the Italian
ENDURO brand. This model combines modern design, excellent quality and, what is most important in
this group – innovative suspension
system. This is a model for those
who enjoys non-stop adrenaline
shots, turns and high jumps.

K I E L C E

B I K E - E X P O

2 0 1 7 -

COMPANY NAME / CITY / COUNTRY

E X H I B I T O R S

STAND

L I S T

COMPANY NAME / CITY / COUNTRY

NO.

STAND
NO.

7 Anna Sp. z o.o. Sp.k., Gdańsk, Polska/Poland

D-63

DINO BIKES SPA Borgo San Dalmazzo Włochy/Italy

D-50

ABS Serwis Sp. z o.o., Lublin, Polska/Poland

A-37

DOLNOŚLĄSKA ORGANIZACJA TURYSTYCZNA Wrocław Polska/Poland

A-63

ABUS POLSKA Sp. z o.o., Święcice, Polska/Poland

C-29

DT4YOU / DT SWISS Oborniki Polska/Poland

C-46

ACCS Sp. z o.o., Blizne Łaszczyńskiego, Polska/Poland

D-71

ECOBIKE Wrocław Polska/Poland

G-8

ADVANCED SPORTS GmbH (FUJI Bike), Mutlangen, Niemcy/Germany

E-26

ELECTRIC BIKE ACTION MAGAZINE Czechy/Czech Republic

A-2

Aktywniacy - okulary p-słoneczne, Wrocław Polska/Poland

A-8

ELMARK Raszyn Polska/Poland

A-22

ALJOT Sp.J., Solec Kujawski, Polska/Poland

E-2

ENDURA LTD Livingston Wielka Brytania/Great Britain

G-26

ALMOT Sp.k., Złotniki Kujawskie, Polska/Poland

F-17

EURO BIKE PRODUCTS Poznań Polska/Poland

G-29

ALPIN BIKE, Głubczyce, Polska/Poland

E-44

EXPAND Malbork Polska/Poland

G-28

F-8

EXPOTIME Rozzano Włochy/Italy

C-51

AMIGO-BIKE, Mikołów, Polska/Poland
AMP SOURCE Sp. z o.o. Sp.k., Częstochowa, Polska/Poland

E-23

EXTREME BIKE Katowice Polska/Poland

ANGRE, Poznań, Polska/Poland

D-15

F.I.B.I. SRL Cerveteri Włochy/Italy

APG CO. Sp.j., Białystok, Polska/Poland

G-9

FIRMA BURGHARDT Sp.j. Ostrów Wielkopolski Polska/Poland

F-14

ARKUS & ROMET GROUP Sp. z o.o., Dębica, Polska/Poland

F-4

Fitchoice.eu Sp. z o.o. Kraków Polska/Poland

D-18

ART&BIKES, Toruń, Polska/Poland

F-1

FRUGAL elektryczne pojazdy Wrocław Polska/Poland

ARTPOL PPH, Częstochowa, Polska/Poland

D-1

FX SPORT Sp. z o.o. Jelenia Góra Polska/Poland

D-36

ASIA BICYCLE TRADING COMPANY, Taichung Tajwan/Taiwan

D-12

GEOBIKE Sp. z o.o. Szczecin Polska/Poland

D-62

ASPERIA GROUP Sp. z o.o., Gliwice, Polska/Poland

G-31

GIST ITALIA SRL Riese Pio X Włochy/Italy

D-43

ASPIRE SPORTS s.r.o., Brno, Czechy/Czech Republic

C-8

GMINA DUKLA Dukla Polska/Poland

A-70

ASSOS EUROPE GmbH & Co.KG, Darmstadt Niemcy/Germany

A-17

GO RIDE SERWIS Kraków Polska/Poland

A-18

AXER SPORT POLSKA, Kraków, Polska/Poland

F-24

GREENLAND GROUP Sp. z o.o. Mikołów Polska/Poland

E-11

BABAALI GmbH, Duisburg, Niemcy/Germany

D-82

GREGORIO FH Ustroń Polska/Poland

C-31

BAKOSPORT Sp. z o.o., Warszawa Polska/Poland

C-32

GROMAL Iława Polska/Poland

BAVARIAN STRONG BIKES, München Niemcy/Germany

C-41

HARFA-HARRYSON Wrocław Polska/Poland

BB LEISGER INTERNATIONAL GmbH, Wendeburg Niemcy/Germany

G-23

HEBEI GUANGFENG BICYCLE COMPANY LIMITED Hebei Chiny/China

D-61

BBF BIKE GmbH, Dahlwitz-Hoppegarten Niemcy/Germany

F-15

HEBEI HENGCHI BICYCLE PARTS GROUP CO. LTD. Hebei Chiny/China

D-21

BEMATRIX SRL A SOCIO UNICO Desenzano Włochy/Italy

D-44

Herrmans (agent i dystrybutor w Polsce: POLBIKE Juliusz Kabath, War-

BEV INT’L CORP Taichung Tachia Tajwan/Taiwan

D-41

szawa) Jakobstad/Pietarsaari Finlandia/Finland

BIBAL DISTRIBUTION Tarnowskie Góry Polska/Poland

D-59

HSE COMPANY Warszawa Polska/Poland

E-25

BICISPORT Rzym Włochy/Italy

A-14

HSIN LUNG ACCESSORIES CO. LTD. Hsinchu Hsien Tajwan/Taiwan

D-42

BICYKLON S.C. Zaczernie Polska/Poland

G-7

HUSARIA ROWERY Frączków Polska/Poland

D-49

IBOMBO Leszno Polska/Poland

D-34

BIKE MARATON Polska/Poland
Bike2B.pl Wyjazdy Rowerowe Polska/Poland
bikeBoard- magazyn rowerowy Kraków Polska/Poland

teren
zewnętrzny

D-3
D-52

A-4

G-3
D-45, D-68

E-12

ITALBIKE Warszawa Polska/Poland

F-5

G-4

J.R. MOTOR-SERVICES G.B. Sp. z o.o. Sopot Polska/Poland

G-11

E-1

K.T.J. KOLOR Sp. z o.o. Sieradz Polska/Poland

F-12

BIKELAND Sp. z o.o. Sp.k. Sochaczew Polska/Poland

F-27

KCRAFT CO., LTD. Taichung City Tajwan/Taiwan

D-76

BIKELINE Warszawa Polska/Poland

F-21

KOEXIMPO spol.s.r.o. Cesky Tesin Czechy/Czech Republic

D-2

BIKEMAN Warszawa Polska/Poland

E-19

KOMPRANET.PL Pruszcz Gdański Polska/Poland

A-3

BIKERSHOP Sp. z o.o. S.k., Kraków, Polska/Poland

E-15

KROSS S.A. Przasnysz Polska/Poland

E-5

BO WELL INDUSTRY CO., LTD. Changhua City Tajwan/Taiwan

D-75

KTM

E-16

BP LUMEN Upice Czechy/Czech Republic

G-25

LANG & CHARUCKI Sp. z o.o. Wrocław Polska/Poland

D-68

BRAT Przedsiębiorstwo Wielobranżowe Bydgoszcz Polska/Poland

G-19

LARIX Bielsko-Biała Polska/Poland

C-23

BRUBECK Zduńska Wola Polska/Poland

F-11

LEADER Warszawa Polska/Poland

E-25

Büchel GmbH & Co. Fahrzeugteilefabrik KG Fulda Niemcy/Germany

C-11

LEMONBIKE.EU Kleszczów Polska/Poland

C-49

BYE! POLSKA Kielce Polska/Poland

C-27

LOTTO POLAND BIKE MARATHON Warszawa Polska/Poland

D-69

CHANGZHOU SIMON IMP. EXP. CO. LTD. Changzhou Chiny/China

D-33

M&W Bike Investment Sp. z o.o. Częstochowa Polska/Poland

CICLOTURISMO Rzym Włochy/Italy

A-14

MACTRONIC Sp. z o.o.Sp.K. Wrocław Polska/Poland

CKC ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNOLOGY CO. LTD. Chang Hua Tajwan/
Taiwan

D-38

Magazyn Bike Polska/Poland

CONSORZIO TERRABICI BY EMILIA ROMAGNA Rimini Włochy/Italy

D-51

CONTEST P.P.H.U. Żarki Letnisko Polska/Poland

E-17

COSSACK Sp. z o.o. Nowogród Bobrzański Polska/Poland

G-1

DAINESE SPA Molvena Włochy/Italy

D-17

DAWSTAR-OLESNO Stare Olesno Polska/Poland

C-4

DEA Pubblicità Srl Rzym Włochy/Italy

A-14

DELTA SPORT Sochaczew Polska/Poland

F-26

DELTA SPORT WRONA Sp.j. Siedlce Polska/Poland

D-14

DEMA SENICA A.S. Senica Słowacja/Slovakia

C-19

Diamondback (dystrybutor na Polskę: POLBIKE Juliusz Kabath, Warszawa) Warszawa Polska/Poland

E-14
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MAJDLLER Jan Majchrowski Wieluń Polska/Poland
MALAVI Sp. z o.o. Sp.K. Warszawa Polska/Poland

E-7
E-42
A-43
D-16, D-35
C-37

MANDELLI SPA Carate Brianza Włochy/Italy

C-12

markARTUR Lublin Polska/Poland

D-67

MARTOMBIKE Poznań Polska/Poland

C-14

MAY&JAY CO. LTD. Tainan Tajwan/Taiwan

D-39

MAZOVIA MTB MARATHON Polska/Poland

D-91

MCM CAR TRAVELS Wrocław Polska/Poland

D-66

MEGA PRODUCTIONS CO. LTD. New Taipei City Tajwan/Taiwan

D-11

MELONE DESIGN Inowrocław Polska/Poland

A-60

MERIDA POLSKA Sp. z o.o. Zabrze Polska/Poland

C-35

COMPANY NAME / CITY / COUNTRY

STAND

COMPANY NAME / CITY / COUNTRY

NO.

STAND
NO.

MESSINGSCHLAGER GmbH & Co. KG Baunach Niemcy/Germany

C-15

SHUZ TUNG MACHINERY IND. CO. LTD. Taichung Tajwan/Taiwan

D-77

MIDEX Sp. z o.o. Kraków Polska/Poland

A-16

SILVINI Zdiby Czechy/Czech Republic

D-4

Miesięcznik POZNAJ ŚWIAT Gdańsk Polska/Poland

C-16

SIMPLA s.c. Nysa Polska/Poland

E-6

MONTERIA Przasnysz Polska/Poland

G-14

SKILLEDBIKE Sp. z o.o. Podegrodzie Polska/Poland

F-19

G-27

SOLEHRE BROTHERS INDUSTRIES Sialkot Pakistan/Pakistan

C-47

SPEEDER Murowana Goślina Polska/Poland

E-45

MOSKWA Łajski Polska/Poland
MOTOR-LAND Sp.j. Warszawa Polska/Poland

D-83, D-84

MOYON INTERNATIONAL CO. LTD. Changhua Tajwan/Taiwan

C-28

SPOKEY Sp. z o.o. Katowice Polska/Poland

MTB KIELCE Kielce Polska/Poland

A-36

SPORT PEŁEN PASJI Ruda Śląska Polska/Poland

MTB MAGAZINE Rzym Włochy/Italy

A-14

SPORT TEAM Sp. z o.o. Kraków Polska/Poland

E-18

MTC TEXTILE CO. LTD. Chang Hua County Tajwan/Taiwan

D-9

SPORTIMPEX PPHU Warszawa Polska/Poland

D-48

NANOOIL Sp.j. Chrzanów Polska/Poland

A-23

SPÓŁDZIELNIA INWALIDÓW IM. H. DERDOWSKIEGO Chojnice Polska/

NECO TECHNOLOGY INDUSTRY CO., LTD. Taichung City Tajwan/Taiwan

D-86

Poland

NINGBO SHENGLU BICYCLE CO. LTD. Ningbo Chiny/China

D-88

STEVENS BIKES (dystrybutor na Polskę: Ski System sp. z o.o.) Poznań

NORTHTEC Sp. z o.o. Czechowice-Dziedzice Polska/Poland

D-46

Polska/Poland

OGUMIENIE CST S.C. Zabrze Polska/Poland

C-36

SUN BABY Piła Polska/Poland

C-25

SUPEREXPO.COM Sp. z o.o. Poznań Polska/Poland

D-26

A-55

SWINGWAY Kołobrzeg Polska/Poland

A-65

D-65

SZOSA Magazyn Pasjonatów Kolarstwa Wrocław Polska/Poland

F-16

PM SPORT Sp.j. Warszawa Polska/Poland

A-19

TAIWAN EXTERNAL TRADE DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL Taipei Tajwan/

POLEDNIK s.r.o. Frydek-Mistek Czechy/Czech Republic

D-72

POLKA BIKES Sp. z o.o. Izabelin Polska/Poland

C-24

OGUMIENIE DELI TIRE www.delitire.pl Wrzosowa Polska/Poland
PASHLEY.PL Warszawa Polska/Poland
PM INVESTMENT GROUP Sp. z o.o. Sp.k. Karczew Polska/Poland

Polskie Towarzystwo Turystyczno-Krajoznawcze PTTK Warszawa Polska/Poland

E-3

D-85

F-2

Taiwan

D-89

F-6
D-73

D-37

TENY RIM ENTERPRISE CO. LTD. Tainan Tajwan/Taiwan

D-31

TIANJIN ARISE BIKE CO. LTD. Tianjin Chiny/China

D-27

TOKEN Kraków Polska/Poland

A-69

E-27

TOTAL SPORT Sp. z o.o. Poznań Polska/Poland

G-2

POPAL FIETSEN NEDERLAND B.V. Utrecht Holandia/The Netherlands

D-64

Total-Care Group Sp. z o. o. Dąbrowa Górnicza Polska/Poland

D-19

PORĘBA FHU Kraków Polska/Poland

F-25

TRANS-ROWER Zdziarzec Polska/Poland

C-39

G-6A

TREND COMPANY Sp. z o.o. Sochaczew Polska/Poland

D-56

D-7

TRYBECO Sp. z o.o. Łódź Polska/Poland

A-35

G-22

UNIBIKE Sp.j. Bydgoszcz Polska/Poland

F-28

A-48

VAUDE Tettnang Niemcy/Germany

PROSTAF Sp.j. Poznań Polska/Poland

A-62

VELO ENT. CO., LTD.

Przedsiębiorstwo HN Chwaszczyno Polska/Poland

C-26

PSNP Sp. z o.o. Łuków Polska/Poland

G-21

POLSPORT GROUP Sp. z o.o. Częstochowa Polska/Poland

PREDMAN s.c. Kraków Polska/Poland
PRO SPORT Opole Polska/Poland
PRO-BIKE Sp.j. Jelenia Góra Polska/Poland
PROJEKT VR Polska/Poland

PUKY GmbH Niemcy/Germany
QUESTSPORT Jelenia Góra Polska/Poland
RALEIGH (dystrybutor na Polskę: POLBIKE Juliusz Kabath) Warszawa
Polska/Poland

E-9
A-64
E-14

F-7

Taiching Tajwan/Taiwan

D-53
F-22, F-23,

VELO Sp. z o.o. Gliwice Polska/Poland

G-16

Velonews.pl Polska/Poland

C-34

VELOPROFIT Jastrzębie-Zdrój Polska/Poland

D-92

VENTO CO. Wrocław Polska/Poland

A-9

VINCERE Warszawa Polska/Poland

F-21

RAZOR Warszawa Polska/Poland

A-28

VUELTA BULGARIA Ltd Russe Bułgaria/Bulgaria

E-24

RODRIGO IND. CORP. Taipei Tajwan/Taiwan

D-78

WARSZAWSKIE STOWARZYSZENIE CYKLISTÓW Polska/Poland

G-17

ROJAX PHU Rzeszów Polska/Poland

A-34

WERTYKAL S.C. Zabierzów Polska/Poland

RONDO Sp. z o.o. Żywiec Polska/Poland

C-50

WHEEL GIANT INC.

ROSWHEEL POLSKA Kalisz Polska/Poland

D-47

WHEELER POLSKA SP. Z O.O. Majdan Polska/Poland

ROW-BEST II Chorzów Polska/Poland

G-15

WINORA-STAIGER GmbH Sennfeld Niemcy/Germany

E-8

E-27A

wRower.pl - Rowery od A do Z Wrocław Polska/Poland

E-32
E-4

ROWER + SPORT Bierawa Polska/Poland

C-5

Changhua City Tajwan/Taiwan

ROWERLAND Oświęcim Polska/Poland

G-12

www.bikeWorld.pl Gdynia Polska/Poland

RUN TO BIKE Sp. z o.o. Warszawa Polska/Poland

D-6

Wydawnictwo GRABEK MEDIA. Sp. z o. o. MAGAZYN ROWEROWY

RUNSPORT s.c. Tarnów Polska/Poland

C-43

Czasopismo ludzi aktywnych Białystok Polska/Poland

SAIKO Złotkowo Polska/Poland

C-21

XIAMEN APEX TECHNOLOGY CO. LTD. Xiamen Chiny/China

SAVENO – polska marka rowerowa POLBIKE Juliusz Kabath Warszawa

E-28

XIAMEN HONGJI WEIYE INDUSTRIAL CO. LTD. Xiamen Chiny/China

D-87
A-1, A-21

E-31
C-7
D-32

XON LTD. Taoyuan City Tajwan/Taiwan

D-8

SCOTT Sportech Poland Sp. z o.o. Otwock Polska/Poland

E-47

YEDOO Praga Czechy/Czech Republic

C-18

SELLE MONTE GRAPPA SRL Ramon Di Loria Włochy/Italy

C-17

YOTA Sp. z o.o. Katowice Polska/Poland

C-9

SEVEN POLSKA s.c. Poznań Polska/Poland

E-21

YOUN LIVE Tajwan/Taiwan

A-42

A-5

ZASADA Sp. z o.o. Wieluń Polska/Poland

E-29

Polska/Poland

SG TRADE Czarnków Polska/Poland
Shimano Polska Bicycle Parts Sp. z o.o. Żerniki Polska/Poland
SHOCKBLAZE (dystrybutor na Polskę: POLBIKE Juliusz Kabath, Warszawa) Warszawa Polska/Poland

C-42, C-44
E-28

ZEG Zweirad-Einkaufs-Genossenschaft eG Köln Niemcy/Germany

E-43

ZENO BICYCLE COMPONENT CO. LTD. Chang-Hua Tajwan/Taiwan

D-58

ZERO WIND Łajski Polska/Poland

G-27

SHOWA INDUSTRIAL Sp. z o.o. Poznań Polska/Poland

F-18

ZIPP SKUTERY Sp. z o. o. Przasnysz Polska/Poland

G-14

SHUN SHING BICYCLE CO. LTD. Taichung City Tajwan/Taiwan

D-55

ZONG YU INDUSTRY CO. LTD. Tajwan/Taiwan

D-58
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WARSZAWA

Air travel

180 km

Łódź

The Targi Kielce can be accessed from one of the 7 international airports located
within the 180 kilometre radius from Kielce. The nearest airport — Radom.

Radom

Lublin

Kielce

Check Radom Airport flight connections
Katowice
Kraków

Rzeszów

Car travel
N

Direct exit from Kielce ring-road. Targi Kielce - the expo centre is
located at the intersection of the two trunk-roads: S7 expressway

ŁÓDŹ

and the 74 national road.

GPS COORDINATES:

Signposts at the Kielce ring-road and the city streets show the
shortest route to Targi Kielce expo centre and its car parks.

WARSZAWA

74

50° 53’ 56,47’’ N

S7

20° 35’ 20,57’’ E

PARKING FOR VISITORS:

ADDRESS:

Many parking lots at Targi Kielce premises and in the vicinity of the

TARGI KIELCE S.A.

expo centre:

Zakładowa 1,

- a multi-storey car park at the East Entry Terminal,

25-672 Kielce

Targi Kielce

Kielce

74

Centrum

S7

LUBLIN
RZESZÓW

- open-air parking spaces in the fairgrounds - both at the side of the
East Entry Terminal and West Entry Terminal.
Parking ticket price:
- passenger cars 15 PLN
- coaches and buses: 20 PLN

S7

KRAKÓW

73

74

ŁÓDŹ
WARSZAWA S7

N

Kielce Zachód

KRAKÓW

Łód

zka
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ngr
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wa
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TARNÓW
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Trans
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TARNÓW

Train and bus travel
Kielce is very well connected with all the major
cities in Poland. The train and bus stations are

Public transport services
Taxi:

When in town, you can reach Targi Kielce with the

ALFA, telephone 344 44 44,

use of the public transport: MPK buses - bus-lines:

only 10 minute-ride from the Expo Centre. We

668 599 622

25 (Targi Kielce stop)

recommend taking a taxi.

LIDER, telephone 19 666,

110 (Zakładowa St. stop)

345 88 88

36, 37, 54, 112 (Batalion Chłopskich St. III stop),

TELE TAXI, telephone 800 400 400,

9, 32 (Łódzka / Przęsłowa St. stop )

19 191
Railway services timetable

MPK Kielce bus services timetables

A Expo Hall: the Bikes Test Zone

B Expo Hall: Bike Maraton 23.09.2017
A,C,D,E,F,G Expo Halls: Targi Kielce
BIKE-EXPO

EXPO TICKETS PRICES:

EXPO OPENING HOURS

or visitors who present business cards / store’s

22.09.2017: 10.00–18.00

or company’s stamp (sports industry business

23.09.2017: 9.00-17.00

Free admission for on-line registered visitors

insiders); registration for business-insiders
available at KIELCE BIKE EXPO web-site: www.
bike-expo.targikielce.pl „FOR VISITORS” tab
On the following days: 21 and 22.09 (business-

21.09.2017: 10.00–18.00

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:

DETAILED INFORMATION:
AVAILABLE AT

Exhibitor Service Office (during the
Expo opening hours)
41 365 12 68
41 365 13 01

Services for exhibitors:

41 365 12 66

Free WiFi Internet connection

41 365 12 67

Restaurants and fast food bars

-insiders days) - fare for people outside the industry: 60 PLN ,
on 23.09 (exhibition open to the public): 20 PLN.

THE EXPO CATALOGUE
Catalogue price: 40 PLN

Catalogue price - mail orders after the show
(shipping included): 57 PLN

EXPO ACCOMPANYING EVENTS

CYCLISTS-FRIENDLY COMMUNE COMPETITION FINALS 21.09.2017
KIELCE BIKE-EXPO AWARD 21.09.2017
TRIATHLON CONFERENCE TRI BIKE-EXPO 23.09.2017
BIKE MARATHON 23.09.2017
Industry Trainings (detailed programme at www.bike-expo.pl website)
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polish cycling association

SHOP
CERTIFIED
BY PSR
For you. For us.

SHOP CERTIFIED BY PSR
SPECIALISTS YOU CAN TRUST!

The "Certified Shop" programme of the Polish Cycling Association has been developed in order to identify and
distinguish the shops that meet the highest sales standards and offer their customers supreme-quality services
and bicycle products. The programme was inaugurated at the Kielce BIKE-EXPO in 2013. The programme is
targeted at the bicycling industry trading companies, professional sellers, service and advisory points that boast
comprehensive bicycle-industry offer. The Programme participation is free. The programme objective is to develop recommendations-scheme for customers.
The "Certified Shop" offers a wide selection of bikes displayed on the shop-floor, a wide assortment of bicycle
accessories. Qualified staff are responsible for sales and service. Such outlets offer a variety of purchase financing options too. A shop may receive a Certificate after being verified by experts at its request or at the request of
one of its customer - these recommendations are submitted in the PSR office. If our specialist issues the
expert-opinion that the shop meets the Programme standards, it joins the group of several dozen of PSR Certified
Shops.
You are more than welcome to join in the Programme! The PSR Certified Shop - a shop you can trust!

